
 WW IDEA Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 
January 24, 2015  Coeur d’Alene, ID 

 

Meeting was called to order by President Rod Svee at 9:09 am.    

Present: Rod Svee, Brenda Hayes, Tina Hamilton, Jennifer Lutey, Lisa Kerscher, Aaron 
Baldwin, Jamie Baro and Shelby French. 

1.  Introductions:  

Shelby French, new part-time employee was introduced to the Board. Brenda and Rod 
introduced themselves to her and noted their history with the organization.  Tina had met Shelby 
earlier in the morning.  Jen noted that Jamie has reached a 10 year anniversary with WW IDEA.  
Aaron and Kersch are also coming up on 10 years at the end of this year. 

2.    Approval of Minutes from Last Meeting (see attached) 

Brenda moved and Tina seconded that the minutes from both the June 10 and June 26, 2014 
meeting are approved.  Motion carried by unanimous vote. 

3.    Financial Reports: Jen and Jamie 

Jen and Jamie are still working on a final budget; this process is taking longer than expected 
due to so many more classifications and money from a variety of sources. They are reviewing 
all items to ensure everything has been classified accurately in Quickbooks for the best 
projections. 

a.    Profit and Loss 

Jamie noted the significant actual revenue over budgeted revenue at year end.  This was due to 
cost savings with not having a second programmer for the year as well as bringing in additional 
technical development revenue through grants that was unanticipated funding.  Last, Private 
Academy enrollment increased and we added a Brightways Learning Systems client.   

b.   Budget 

The budget was not ready to present.  Jen and Jamie asked to set another meeting later this 
spring to consider the budget.  The Board agreed. 

c.    Audit Report 

WW IDEA had the first audit last year which took significant time to complete, due to the 
complicated nature of the A133 Audit and the general organization workload. The business 
office switched the reporting method from cash to the accrual method based on the auditor’s 
suggestion. The office continues to work on separation of duties to enact better fraud 



prevention.  Best practices are sometimes difficult due to the small staff and lack of people to 
provide additional oversight on financial process. What we’ve done is updated procedures to 
send the monthly bank statements and reconciliation reports to Rod for external review and 
approval, in addition to Jamie reviewing and reconciling. We immediately started on the 2013 
audit, so that the next one doesn’t take as long. JCCS is serving as both our auditing and 
accounting firm. Audit findings have been provided for board review at this meeting. The auditor 
approved the office’s proposed actions for improvement. The Board reviewed the audit findings 
with minimal discussion. 

d.   Long Term Savings Investment for Better Return Discussion    

There is about $153,000 in a high yield savings account at Wells Fargo, but only returning less 
than 0.05% interest. Jen suggested the Board consider reviewing other options that could offer 
higher return on our investment 

Jen suggested considering investing up to $100,000 in mutual funds or other options that are 
generally reliable for growth and more substantial than the .05% interest that we are accruing 
now at the Wells Fargo savings account. Rod noted he is hesitant to invest in methods that may 
lose value as he feels like it would be a big gamble. Brenda noted her desire to have a better 
understanding as to where the organization is headed in the next 18 months to see where the 
potential of our revenue, where our grants stand and what the longer term future plan is for the 
organization. The Board generally noted they would be more comfortable with $50,000 moved 
to a higher yielding option than a larger amount. Both Rod and Brenda feel like being more 
conservative is the best route to protect organization funds. Tina also agrees with Brenda and 
Rod, confirming her support to invest on conservatively. Tina would like us to look more into the 
CDs to see what their % is at, especially is we are bringing $50 -100K to the table. The Board 
unanimously agrees that a low risk option is best for right now. Jen is going to meet with a 
Financial Advisor to get more information and meet again with the board to discuss her findings. 
A bond that was guaranteed or similar investment protected from loss would be more agreeable 
to the board.  The bottom line direction provided by the Board is to err conservatively for 
investment options.  

e.   Bank of America Alaska Airlines Credit Card Application Update and Resolution 
/Minutes Approval 

The application was approved except the company needs board action: meeting minutes and 
signed by a minimum of two board members, naming the person authorized to submit the 
application and listing the authorized contact and cardholders. Rod, Tina and Brenda do not 
want a card and do not want to be on the account.  They all prefer the Executive Director be the 
sole card holder.  

Rod motioned for the approval of the Bank of America Alaska Airlines credit card and Brenda 
seconded the motion. Motion carried by unanimous vote. 

4.    Applications Update: Aaron 



Aaron noted we have updated servers for the technical applications.  The organization 
previously ran all technical applications on a single server machine. So over the last couple of 
months we migrated all of our applications to the Amazon Web Services (AWS).  We have 
broken out each of our applications on their own machines, including our “staging” 
server/environment for testing to separate from our live applications. The server update as 
provided some advantages and also a few difficulties which the technical team has been 
working through. This move provides necessary flexibility to add servers and scale client 
applications much more easily in order to handle larger loads and to better serve our school 
partner’s technical needs.  Jen mentioned how Aaron and David were forward thinking and 
made this move knowing that we would need more flexibility and capacity in the near future. 

a.    Brightways Learning SIS 

Kersch noted she has created a new screencast advising our Brightways Distance Education 
school users how to use new features. New changes to the Brightways Resources page include 
that school administrators can now manage their own resources they provide to their parents 
and students. Aaron noted we also rebuilt the Transcript printing feature that is more 
streamlined now and even prints better. The developers are currently working on replacing the 
old standards with the new Common Core standards. 

b.   ClassBright 

David is starting to learn this application and to make improvements. The next significant 
enhancement/new tool is the plan to build an Instruction Observation and Evaluation Tool which 
has been requested and partially pre-paid by the Alaska Gateway School District (AGSD). 
Kersch is going to be meeting with Traci from AGSD to discuss the monitoring tool that they are 
currently using. AGSD has been working on building their own monitoring tool using paper and 
pencil format to pilot what they need and the kind of components they have and like (which 
Kersch plans on discussing with Traci). Staff and the Board agree that any new tool built needs 
to be generic and customizable enough to meet the varied needs of school clients and because 
other systems have restrictions on specific language/design which is proprietary (Danielson, 
Marzano,etc.). Brenda noted the possible need to be able to record and compare high stakes 
testing and that clients may sant to be able to compare what we are doing (by teaching 
standards) to the testing and how effective their instruction efforts are. Jen is going to sign up 
for a demo from AdvancED to see their ELEOT observation software that they just released to 
have a better understanding of at least one possible competing sytem.  

c.    Student Support Card 

Some features have been added, though a lot of background changes are being streamlined. 
David has been working on this system as his first “project” for some of his training. Aaron noted 
we are going to be bidding out some user interface help such as organization of pages, how 
they function, text font, how site looks, works well with mobile devices, etc.).  



Aaron noted we hope to update all of our application user interfaces in the near future. Aaron is 
working on pricing and receiving bids for the design and user interface guidance. 

d.   Retired Apps (RAR and FreshDex) 

Aaron and Kersch noted that we have recently retired both Read A Route and FreshDex with 
the intent to ultimately release them to the public domain. They weren't generating any 
significant revenue, and there is limit (with our size and resources) as to how many applications 
we can keep open. The Board asked if we could sell RaR, but Jen noted would have to be sold 
at Fair Market Value for a private entity to acquire the system and we do not know how sell code 
base which is a hurdle.  Additionally, we can donate the code to another charitable organization. 
Tina and Brenda noted Read Write Think and IRA may be viable programs that we could try 
selling RAR to. We could also donate it in Open Source for other users to gain/learn from.  

e. User Interface Design work  

 Aaron and Kersch have started bidding out a design/layout for the SSC/IISS website update. 
So far they have sent specs to three different companies (1 Seattle, 2 Missoula); Tina asked for 
specs to distribute to potential others for bids. Kersch will send that information to her early next 
week. This would be the first project to use a third-party consultant/contractor; we hope to find 
someone who we can continue to work with for possible designing of secure application UI/UX 
work for the other application updates.  

5.    International Institute for Student Support (IISS) Update  

Jen and Kersch (with Activity Break): Jen reminded the Board of the IISS funding formula goal 
we had previously discussed with Derek and the Board.  The goal is to ultimately be diversified 
in revenue with approximately ⅓ funding each coming from grants, service/product income, and 
fundraising (donations/endowment, etc.).  Jen reviewed the IISS Profit and Loss for the Year to 
Date and noted the class has brought in approximately $68,000 and expenses total 
approximately $61,000, with a cash balance of approximately $7500 for the YTD transaction 
history.  The fund has slightly more than that from income from last year, with an approximate 
balance of $16,000 revenue over expenses total.  Kersch noted potential work with the NFL 
through Derek’s work with Matt Birk, the NFL Player Development Director. 

a.    Work expansion (Alberta, California, Texas):  

Kersch discussed and showed the video from the Leadership day in Katy, Texas that Derek 
provided training at for youth leadership from that district.  We also reviewed pictures and 
discussed activities relating to training and student activities conducted in California and Alberta. 

b.   June 21-26 Academy in Minnesota: 

 Jen noted the dates have been set for the IISS annual Student Support Card Academy training 
and requested any Board members who are able to attend should let the office know to work out 



travel details to attend part or all of the training.  This training will help the participants better 
understand and grow the Student Support Card activities. 

c.    Training Revenue Formula:  

Jen noted the formula agreed to for dispersing training fees through IISS is 10% to the person 
who coordinated the training event (Usually Cindy Barnes, Partnership Development 
Coordinator), 10% to WW IDEA general fund for logistics support, 50% to the training provider 
(Derek, Kersch, Dave Pavish, etc.) and 30% to the IISS classed fund to expand the services to 
others. 

d.   Growth Plan/Efforts 

Aaron and Kersch explained the marketing website development process and we are seeking 
bids from designers for helping us develop a strong User Experience. 

6.    Grants Update: Kersch 

a.    CARE: see AKISS report below for more details.  This is the newest Alaska Native 
Education Program grant WW IDEA has received which provides Integrative Youth 
Development services through the Student Support Card system, activities and trainings. 

b.   Nenana Counseling: WW IDEA’s International Institute for Student Support was 
contracted to provide services to expand the Student Support Card application and trainings to 
grades 3-6.  Derek Peterson and Kim Svevo-Cianci are subcontracted to help provide the onsite 
trainings and content and to guide the elementary level assessments through the Student 
Support Card. 

c.    AKISS: Kersch showed a slide show of Phlight Academy activities and explained the 
AKISS grant which furthers building youth’s developmental ecologies.  She also explained that 
the CARE grant extends and expands AKISS work to include Ketchikan and Galena students 
and is funded for three years starting fall 2014.   

d.   ACHIEVE: Shelby showed a slide show of the two Culture Camps from last summer.  
She and Jen explained the process of the cultural immersion activities at camp and helping 
teachers understand how to integrate cultural understandings and activities along with other 
local understandings into student learning to provide culturally responsive learning 
opportunities.   

e.   Upcoming Grants: 

 We are submitting an application to the 50 Fund (private grants) with Hanna Boys Center in 
Sonoma County, CA to bring the Student Support Card services to their center.  The 50 Fund 
grant request will be approximately $500,000 total funds requested over two years with 
approximately $250,000 to would come to WW IDEA for IISS Services.   The Alaska Native 
Education Program grants are listed on the grants forecast and are expected to be opened this 



spring.  The office staff will watch for updated information to submit at least one proposal to 
continue and expand culturally responsive learning support, similar to the expiring ACHIEVE 
grant, for these grants.   

7.    Private Academy Update: Terri 

Terri noted that we have seen a growth in enrollment primarily with State Department families 
located overseas and we are currently serving about 32 families. The families are really 
spreading the word via a Foreign Service homeschool Facebook page. 10 of our current 
students are from State Department employed families; one family is enrolled through NDSP 
from Australia; and the rest are regular private academy students located overseas and in the 
U.S. We have also seen a substantial growth in families from the Middle East.  The Board 
suggested we send Academy promotional letters to State Department contacts instead of NDSP 
because the Embassies are a lot more receptive and seem to a lot more supportive of what the 
families would like to do. Tina mentioned a letter previously drafted a while back that was sent 
to NDSP; suggested revising that to send to the Embassies. Jen/Jamie/Shelby will work on 
getting these letters revised and mailed out.  

a.    Enrollment and Demographics: we continue to have higher enrollments from the 
middle east, particularly UAE and also we have seen growth through the State Department. 

b.   Accreditation Conference: Jen and Terri will attend the AdvancED Digital Learning 
Conference in March to better understand the new accreditation expectations and requirements.  
The Board discussed the benefits and drawbacks to staying with AdvancED long term or 
moving to an alternative accreditation agency.  Terri and Jen will be able to provide more 
concrete information following the conference as to what changes will need to be made through 
the Private Academy to maintain AdvancED accreditation.  We currently have 18 months until 
our current accreditation expires. If requirements include needing highly qualified teacher  be 
assigned for individual courses, we may need to let go of the “cadillac version” of our school - 
that is, drop our accreditation with Advanced ED and move to a  specific Private School 
Accreditation organization.  

8.    Fundraising: Jen (with Activity break) 

Jen noted that when fundraising activity eventually is established, we may need to register in 
certain states as a charitable organization seeking funds from donors from those requiring 
states.  If and when this occurs, it may be more advantageous to use a professional company to 
assist with the various state registration requirements.  This service can be expensive, and so 
the cost of the service will be weighed against staff time to complete the necessary record 
keeping and application. 

a.   Fundraising volunteer service provided by Tresa Thomas 

The Board expressed general support with working with Tresa to potentially seek/set up an 
endowment. Would like more information as to what she would do and what steps need to be 
taken to engage Tresa when the time is right.  Jen would seek help from Jim Soft (associated 



with MNA) for advice as well, if setting up an endowment becomes a realistic possibility. The 
Board requested Jen research whether the endowment needs to be setup through Alaska or 
could it run through Montana? And which state would make more sense money wise (taxes, 
interest, etc.). Jen will put together a Fact Sheet that she can share with the Board after she 
speaks with someone from MNA and an attorney.  

9.    Policy/Procedures Updates: Jen  

Gift Acceptance Policy: Rod motioned for approval of the Gift Acceptance Policy and Brenda 
seconded. Motion carried by unanimous vote. 

a.    Financial Procedures Update to comply with the audit request:  

Rod motioned for approval of the Financial Policies and Procedures and Tina seconded. Motion 
carried by unanimous vote.  

c.    Conversion to Exempt Position: Jen reported that she has reviewed the possibility of 
converting Jamie Baro as Fiscal Manager and David Gross as Web Developer to exempt 
positions with the employment law attorney.  Pending the results of the attorney’s review of their 
positions and duties, he will provide a recommendation as to their qualification for exempt 
positions.  Rod reiterated that the laws are in place to protect the employee and to be very sure 
of the conversion before finalizing any changes.   

10.   New Board Member search 

The Board briefly discussed possibilities for people to fill the open positions.  Suggestions 
include people we work with in Alaska who may have interest and time and talent to dedicate to 
the organization’s mission.  Specific people include Alaska Gateway School District 
Administrators, Scott MacManus or Todd Poage.  Jen will explore the possibility with the Alaska 
Gateway School District staff when together in person in Anchorage for the ASTE conference 
and grant planning meetings in February. 

11.   Adjourn 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:25pm by President Rod Svee. 
 
Minutes approved:  
 
Minutes accepted by:  



WW IDEA Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 
October 11, 2015 at Anchorage Captain Cook Hotel 

 
Meeting was called to order by President Rod Svee at 9:10 am. 
 
Present: Rod Svee, Tina Hamilton, Jennifer Lutey, Lisa Kerscher, Scott MacManus, Chris Stout, 
Cindy Barnes and Kim Tucker in person.  Jamie Baro and Brenda Hayes were participated by 
phone. 

Introductions: Chris Stout introduced himself to the board. 

1. Approval of Minutes from Last Meetings (see attached) 

Tina moved and Scott seconded that the minutes from the January 24th, 2015 meeting are 
approved as presented. Motion carried by unanimous vote.  

2. Consideration of new Board member 

Brenda moved and Tina seconded to approve Chris Stout as a new board member. Motion 
carried by unanimous vote.  

3. Election of Officers 

Scott moved and Tina Seconded to continue with current officers: Rod Svee as President/Chair, 
Brenda Hayes as Secretary.  Motion carried by unanimous vote.  

4. Financial Reports : Jen with Jamie via phone 
a. 2015 Year End Profit and Loss  

Jamie highlighted specific items on the 2015 Year End Profit and Loss which is 98% complete.  
The fiscal year just ended 9/30/15.  The fiscal year‐end finances are nearly finalized and should 
be cleared out by the end of October when all invoices related to last fiscal year should be 
received, entered and reconciled. Jamie noted some classes do not show positive balances, but 
they will be clearing out soon. The grant numbers flow across two fiscal years and the 
reimbursements come in the next fiscal year that the expenses are accrued; this applies to 
ACHIEVE, AKISS and CARE grants.   
 
Specific Class year end highlights include: 
 
ClassBright: $43,000 was netted through grant funds from YKSD and custom design funds from 
AGSD to build the evaluation system. Bernie Grieve has expanded ClassBright into multiple 
districts as he has moved throughout Alaska.  
 
BrightWays Learning System: Shows a negative year‐end balance.  We have a couple of invoices 
that are out and when those are paid it will be close to sustaining itself. 
 



Private Academy: Every year we get additional families; current enrollment is at 32 students 
with more joining. The enrollment was at 28 students at the last board meeting. 
  
Outstanding invoices from Heart Butte School District, Read A Route participants, and past 
Raven invoices that are uncollectible have been written off as suggested by the auditor to clean 
up the finances from past fiscal years. Jen expects the number of uncollectible payments will be 
small, but will not likely go away in the next year. 
 
Jamie will be contacting Cindy to update financial procedures and we will work more on 
updating our practices and providing policies for becoming more aggressive with collections to 
mitigate this issue in the future.  
 
Bottom line for last year: Total revenue over expenses is approximately $130,000. The 
additional revenue is due in part to the services paid for through a grant that the Nenana, AK 
school district received and sub‐contracted for services with WW IDEA and Derek Peterson for 
student support software and training.  Additional technical service payments and higher 
Private Academy enrollment provided the balance of the revenue over expenses amount. 
 
Jen and Jamie reported that WorldWide IDEA had a good year overall.  We received education 
technical support funding through grants and to enhance the Student Support Card application 
and we continue to seek money through grants and services to pay for technical team wages. 
 

b. Budgets for 2014‐15 and 2015‐16 

2014‐15 Budget: 
Jamie reviewed the 2014‐15 budget, and budget to actual as of early October.  The board 
reviewed the documents. 
 
2015‐16 Budget: 
Jamie and Jen noted the 2015‐16 new budget draft for review shows estimated expenses based 
on actual expenses from last year and grant budgeted costs.  Revenue is budgeted at actual 
grant, contract, or expected other income amount and when estimated, is estimated 
conservatively.  Also to note, some expenses show as high, such as for ClassBright and 
Brightways Learning System travel, most of which is reimbursed by the requesting district.   The 
Quickbooks system does not easily allow us to show reimbursable costs with related income in 
the budget, so we showed the expense, but no offsetting reimbursement is shown in income.     
Therefore, these expenses are artificially high with respect to income.   
 
Rod suggested using the school funding model in Montana to include a Misc. Fund.   He advised 
that the documentation could be found on the OPI website to see if this method may work 
better. 
 

Proposed budget increases include: 



•  Proposed employee SEP retirement contribution at 7% of wages.  Federal grants pay for 
approximately 65% of the total retirement cost. WorldWide IDEA has been contributing 5% 
over the past several years. Jen reminded the board that the SEP rate is set each year by the 
Board and can be set as low as 0% if the organization is not in a position to fund the program. 

•  3% wage increase for Terri Beede and David Gross.  Jen, Jamie, Kersch and Shelby are 
completely funded through grants and Aaron is about 60% funded through grants for the next 
2+ years with wages budgeted at the grant funded rates.  The grants provide approximately 3% 
raises for Jen, Jamie and Aaron and allows for a $1/hour raise for Shelby.  Kersch will receive a 
significant increase due to her significantly increased role in the grant program leadership.  I 
request Board approval of her wage increase from $60,000 to $70,000 at least while the federal 
grants will fund this amount and require her significant skill and performance. 

•  Increase in travel for board meetings to accommodate the expanding board.   

•  New items: The WW IDEA class budget includes a $35,000 consulting allowance to work 
with 3Fold Communications and other consultants to provide marketing advice and design 
work, website update guidance, fundraising and board development and general organization 
growth facilitation. We have a donation line and Jen budgeted a conservative $1500.00 and 
hopes that we blow that out of the water. 
 
Tina asked about budgeting expenses for Enterprise Council and Kim indicated that we need to 
have it upfront funded. We need to create a charter for the Enterprise Council and create our 
own line of credit to support it.  
 
Brenda moved and Tina seconded to approve the2014‐15 and 2015‐16 budgets as presented.  
Motion carried by unanimous vote. 
 

c.  2014 Audit Report 

Jen presented the following information to the Board: 
 
The summarized audit findings follow along with the recommendations. Jamie and Jen have 
already updated procedures to reflect the recommended changes. 
 

Audit Finding  Cause and Effect  Recommendation 

Material Weakness: 
Classification of Federal 
Expenditures.  Lacking 
internal controls to ensure 
the federal expenditures 
claimed for reimbursement 
agree to federal 
expenditures in the 

Cause: no procedure in 
place to provide 
reasonable assurance of 
Federal expenses and 
reimbursement 
reconciling.  Effect: 
without reconciliation, 
increases risk of submitting 

Management reconcile amount of 
federal expenditures submitted to 
the accounting records on a 
monthly basis.  Auditor showed 
Jamie a report to help reconcile 
reimbursements with records.  
Now in place to identify 
differences and to investigate and 



accounting system  reimbursements that do 
not qualify 

resolve 

Accounts Receivable: need 
procedure in place to follow 
up and collect on old 
outstanding balances. 

  Implement procedure to establish 
a collection policy and ensure 
outstanding balances outstanding 
balances of accounts receivable 
are collected in a timely manner.  
Jamie is developing a policy and 
procedure to follow. 

Delinquent Audit Report: 
report filed six weeks late. 

Staff traveling June and 
July which delayed 
working with the auditors 
to complete the audit.   

Implement procedures to ensure 
records and information 
pertaining to audit are available 
with adequate time to complete 
audit when due.  –On track to 
complete audit early for 2015. 

 
The weak areas were identified by the auditors as expense classifications. We now have 
procedures in place to minimize this weakness. Each year the auditors test different things, so 
they identify new issues with subsequent audits.   

d. Long Term Savings/CD rates info  

The Wells Fargo business banker believes that the rates might go up slightly and recommended 
not opening CDs for terms longer than 3 months at this time. The interest rates continue to be 
dismal. WW IDEA earned approximately $100 in interest last year with a continuous savings 
balance of over $200,000 in the bank. 
 
Jen noted WW IDEA is quite liquid right now with strong savings balances in both First 
Interstate and Wells Fargo savings accounts. Jen suggested that a significant portion of the 
Wells Fargo savings could be put into a regular CD or possibly a Brokered CD. Rod and the board 
determined that we need to stay conservative and keep the money in a bank backed CD rather 
than brokered CDs since the Brokered CDs are subject to the current invested value if 
withdrawn before the maturity date. Per the board’s direction, Jen will meet with the bankers 
to move funds to rolling CDs so at least some funds will be maturing shortly and available if 
needed. 

e. Bank of America Alaska Airlines Credit Card Application Update and Resolution /Minutes 
Approval and Card Approval discussion for Business Manager 

Jen needs to resubmit the application to Alaska Airlines to book travel and get miles. Jamie 
requested a credit card in her name to pay for large travel expenses (like Minnesota training).  If 
approved, Jamie will develop safeguarding procedures for the card handling and use.  Tina 
moved and Scott seconded to reapply for the Alaska Air Visa and to request a card in Jamie’s 
name as well.  Motion carried by unanimous vote. 



5. Institute Update: Jen  

Review of Agreement with Derek Peterson/ICAR‐US 

Contractor Agreement: 
Jen met with the nonprofit specialist accountant and a nonprofit specialist attorney in August to 
receive advice for completing an agreement between WW IDEA and Derek Peterson/ICAR‐US. 
Jen provided the cumulative document that she and Derek had compiled with understandings 
and collaboration goals to the attorney who then drafted the agreement. Derek is granting us 
the use of his/ICAR‐US’s intellectual property.  Our attorney suggests we compensate Derek for 
his granting Worldwide IDEA use of his IP to develop and grow the Institute’s Student Support 
Card application and services.  
 
What does the board think is a fair price to offer Derek for his IP which he is sharing use of with 
us?  Last year IISS netted approximately $20,000 and approximately the same in 2014 which 
does not include grant funding. Right now we are able to also contribute extensive grant 
resources toward The Institute. 
 
Through selling materials, training time and support, Jen estimates about $60,000 is currently in 
the IISS class fund, but technically all funds are WWIDEA funds and not specific to a category 
and could be used for any organization expense if needed.  
 
Rod clarified that the upfront payment for use of Derek/ICAR‐US’ IP replaces any percentage 
sharing.  Jen confirmed and noted the attorney drafted agreement shows that Derek (if he 
leaves) he will walk away with whatever is co‐developed up to that point.  He would not have 
right to future materials developed by WW IDEA post‐separation without a separate licensing 
agreement. 
 
Scott discussed the liability that he brings to the organization and how can we create 
procedures to deal with conflicts and Scott further suggested that Derek will have to agree to 
defend liability on IP which he claims he owns and is licensing to WW IDEA. 
 
New name: Our legal name is WWIDEA and we need to ensure the agreement applies to show 
any future names that we adopt.   
 
Jen requested the board consider a fair valued amount to compensate Derek/ICAR‐US for 
licensing his IP for our use. Jen requested a total negotiation ceiling; the amount we are 
considering is $60,000 and that is based upon the $20,000 revenue we have netted over 3 
years.  Jen will negotiate up to $60,000 for the approval of preliminary contract. 
 
Scott moved and Tina seconded to approve a negotiation total amount of $60,000 to offer to 
Derek Peterson/ICAR‐US for his licensing use of his intellectual property to WW IDEA. Motion 
carried by unanimous vote. 
 



Of note: outside of the consultant agreement, Derek is also written into multiple grants as a 
consultant program designer/delivery, we pay ICARUS and he gets the funds directly for grant 
work in addition to the Institute work that this consulting agreement addresses. 

6. Grants Update: Kersch and Jen 
a. New Grant Approved for Alaska Native Ed Program: PROSPER 

The PROSPER Grant involves Chatham School District, Project Grad Kenai, SE Island School 
District, Hydaburg School District, multiple community and tribal partners and WW IDEA for a 
total of $2 Million over 3 years. We are helping youth prepare for and learn how to develop a 
web of support for the transition to college. There will be an “individual development plan’ for 
each student. The grant provides funds for a full‐time college and career specialist which we 
think will be Dave Pavish. The project serves middle school and high school students to build 
the social emotional and resilience skills to succeed in college. Amy McDonald will help 
coordinate grant services. Scott suggested we work with native associations and for example 
they bought a house for kids to bring kids together. Rod said he would like to bring College and 
Career readiness assistance to the 7 Montana reservations and it is necessary.  

b. Continuation of CARE: activities include: 
 A teacher and residential staff (GILA) training was held in June in Whittier, co‐led by Derek 

Peterson and Cristal McGill; about 25 participants from our partner districts attended and 
the training was well‐received. 

 Year 2 budget is $693,785.00.  The total grant amount for the three‐year grant period is 
$2,452,920.00.  

 Our new component, the "Check & Connect" like model is called Phlight Connection. It is just 
starting to get piloted in districts, following their Fall Phlight Academies.  

 Our next PD training is Oct 12‐13 in Anchorage, targeting community‐wide representatives 
in the partner districts. Of the approximately 50 total registrants, 28 are grant‐funded 
participants. In addition to some partner staff, this includes school board and tribal 
council/regional tribal association members, principals and superintendents, and 
social/family service providers. 

c. No‐Cost Extensions approved for AKISS and ACHIEVE 
 The federal AKISS grant (Student Support Card work) has carried over into year 4 with a no‐cost 

extension request to use the remaining funds (approximately $79,000). 
 Fall Phlight Club student leadership and resilience building camps have been held 
 Spring Phlight Club camps are now scheduled with our AK school partners  
 See cumulative data for students participating in the AKISS grant below.  We have been able 

to show significant gains through this grant work. 
 

 The federal ACHIEVE grant (culturally responsive learning support) has carried over into year 4 with 
a no‐cost extension request to use the remaining funds (approximately $157,000). 

 

Private Academy Update: Jen Accreditation is currently through Advanced Ed‐‐ Terri is going to 
a conference on 22 and 23rd of Oct. Because 80% of our students are K‐8 we are considering 
just getting K‐8 accredited or seeking alternative accreditation to find an agency that better 
matches the individualized education which our program provides and parents desire. 



Chris knows Dan from Corvallis who is state director for Advanced Ed if we need any help. We 
need to start planning for re‐accreditation because ours expires in 2017. 

7. Policy/Procedures Updates: Jen 
a. Financial Procedures Update per 2014 Audit Findings: see above audit notes and 

table actions to remedy deficiencies. 
b. Bylaws Update: Rod noted that the Bylaws allow for us to create a Sustaining 

Council as a committee of the Board. 
c. Possible FLSA Overtime Exemption Wage Base Increase Proposed 

Jen noted proposed regulation changes that would increase overtime exemption wage base 
minimum salary increase from $23,660/year to $50,440/year.  If these proposed regulations 
are approved, it will affect the exempt status of both Jamie and David, each who make less 
than the proposed increase in the minimum qualifying salary.   

 
1. Mission and Name Discussion: suggestion “Mission: To improve learning and 

achievement through collaborative engagement and innovative technology solutions” 

Re‐Naming the Organization: Brightways Learning Solutions vs. Brightways Learning.  The office 
staff is concerned about “Solutions” being included in the organization name and how it sounds 
profit‐driven rather than mission‐driven.  

Motion to change name to‐Brightways Learning and approved 

Scott moved and Tina seconded to change the organization name to Brightways Learning. 
Motion carried by unanimous vote. 

2. Tina moved and Chris seconded adopting the proposed suggested mission statement 
above, “To improve learning and achievement through collaborative engagement and 
innovative technology solutions”. The board approved the motion with a unanimous 
vote. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 11:45am.   

 

The board and staff worked with Kim Tucker of 3Fold Communications in the afternoon to 
continue Board Development, fundraising strategy building and general organization planning. 

 



Agenda for WW IDEA Board meeting 
June 10, 2014 7pm MT Time at Big Sky Resort and By Skype 

 
 
Dial in Number: 8667401260  
Conference Access Code: 5423334 
Skype: jennifer.lutey 
 
Present: Rod Svee, Terri Beede, Jamie Baro, Tina Hamilton and Jennifer Lutey in person and 
Brenda Hayes by phone. 
 
Meeting called to order by President Rod Svee at 7:12pm.   
 

1. Approval of Minutes from last meeting: see attached 
Motion made by Tina Hamilton and seconded by Jennifer Lutey to approve the minutes as 
presented.  Minutes approved by unanimous vote. 
 

2. Financial Report 
Fiscal Manager Jamie Baro noted the account balances are currently well funded.  We have 
increased the long-term reserve/emergency savings to $55,0000.  The checking account contains 
$27,500 and $69,800 in our regular savings account.  Jamie then presented the Budget Year to 
Date Actual versus Budgeted with notes to the Board. She reviewed the individual items and 
clarified the notes she presented as to what has met assumptions and what is waiting for 
invoicing or payment and any other aberrations from the budget as presented.  She also 
presented the Year to Date Profit and Loss sheet.  Brenda complimented Jamie on the new 
budget format.   
 

3. Initial Business Plan documents for expansion of collaboration with Derek Peterson and hosting 
the International Institute of Student Success (IISS) 
Jen noted that the attached document is a compilation of notes for building a business plan that 
both Derek and Jen (on behalf of WW IDEA) agree to, for Board consideration and approval to 
develop the formal business plan and legal agreement.  The Board reviewed the document and 
briefly discussed the terms noted and overall felt that the plan as outlined is a win-win situation.  
Derek agrees.  Jen will take the terms and flesh them out into an agreement format and will then 
meet with the accountant and if needed, the attorney, to request assistance in developing a 
formal collaboration agreement.   
 

4. Updated Policy Manual Review  
The Board briefly reviewed the document referencing changes to existing policies and the two 
new policies for Board consideration.  The updated policy manual includes the Private Academy 
Standard Operating Procedure, the Employee Handbook and the other Board/Organization and 
Financial policies. Rod requested that the Board members take time to review the individual 
policies for a delayed vote by email to consider the policy changes for approval.   See the 
attached list of notes of changes to the compiled policy manual.   
 

5. Accreditation and Private Academy Update and Discussion 
Terri noted the updated online Stanford 10 spring assessment option that several of our overseas 
families used instead of the TerraNova.  This new option is much better suited for our families 
residing in the Middle East, due to the online nature, rather than the unreliable mail or FedEx 
system to mail hard copies of the tests and answer sheets between the testing company and the 
proctors and WW IDEA.  Terri noted she has researched additional assessment options for both 
standardized testing and ongoing assessment to better comply with increased formal assessment 



requirements through AdvancED.  The other looming hurdle for the academy as currently 
designed is the requirement of AdvanceED to provide highly qualified teachers in the content 
areas to oversee the course design, course assessments and course grades.  The Private 
Academy is currently accredited through 2017.  Rod noted that AdvancEd is still working out their 
own policies and expectations as they advise new and existing schools.  He noted he expects 
other accreditation organizations to possibly develop or change that may be better to move our 
accreditation efforts toward.  Terri provided a short list of alternative accreditation organizations 
that may be a better fit for our small academy and individualized student support. Brenda noted 
that 2017 will come quickly and is glad we are reviewing options now, but she agrees with Rod 
that we should sit as is for now and watch how the accreditation agencies and their expectations 
play out over the next 18 months or so.   
 
Other options include dropping accreditation entirely while still providing support or potentially 
deciding to let the academy go if it is not a robust and growing service.   
 
Tina suggested we consider NWEA’s MAP assessments as a potential option.   
 

6. Grant Summaries: AKISS, ACHIEVE, CARE, GRADUATE, Project Prevent, and School Climate 
Turnaround grants. Jen noted that we are about half way through AKISS and ACHIEVE grants, 
based on the assumption that we will request and receive permission for a no-cost carryover of 
unspent funds in year 3 to continue the programs until the grant funds are spent. The grants 
otherwise end September 30, 2015.  We have also partnered with Alaska School Districts to 
submit two additional Alaska Native Education Program grants called CARE and GRADUATE to 
expand and continue AKISS and ACHIEVE-type work.   We are also in contact with two school 
districts who are writing the Student Support Card work into their Project Prevent and School 
Climate Turnaround grants.   
 
 

7. Renew Conflict of Interest Form (Board and Key Employees to Sign) 
 

8. Adjourn 
 

 
Recorded by: 
Jennifer Lutey, Executive Director 
 
Approved: ________WW IDEA Director’s meeting 

 



Draft Minutes for WW IDEA Board meeting 
January 31 and February 1, 2014 WW IDEA office 

 
 
Participants include  
Friday, January 31st : Rod Svee, Tina Hamilton, Jen Lutey, Lisa Kerscher and Aaron Baldwin in person 
and Brenda Hayes and Joanne Heberly via phone.  
Saturday, Feb. 1st: Rod Svee, Tina Hamilton, Jen Lutey and Jamie Baro in person and Brenda Hayes and 
Joanne Heberly via phone. 
 
Friday 9:30 am – 4:30pm MST 
 
The meeting was called to order at 9:30a.m.  
 

1. Approval of Minutes from last meeting: see attached. 
The Board reviewed the minutes from last meeting. Motion made by Tina Hamilton and seconded by 
Brenda Hayes to approve the minutes.  Motion carried by unanimous vote. 

 
2. Meet Derek Peterson, International Youth Advocate, via Skype to Discuss Collaboration 

Formalization 
Discussion regarding how a collaboration could be designed with Derek Peterson to expand and more 
widely distribute the services and features involved in the Student Support Card youth development work.  
This work will increase student learning, success and resilience in general.  Kersch and Jen described the 
Student Support Card software and the presentations, trainings and activities included in the work we 
currently do with Derek Peterson through the Alaska Native Education Program (ANEP) AKISS grant in 
Alaska schools.  AKISS stands for Alaska Institute for Student Support. 
 
Derek connected by Skype and described his history with youth developmental ecology work.  Derek 
noted our shared goal to expand youth development work in schools and beyond to support student 
success.  Derek explained one of his revenue goals is to partner with NSBA to help distribute the books 
and resources we will produce through collaborative efforts through the International Institute for Student 
Support (IISS—the name for the new service provided by WW IDEA).  The IISS is the name given to 
collaborative effort which will be a partnership between WW IDEA and Derek Peterson if formalized by 
the Board.  Derek is presenting at the NSBA annual conference in New Orleans in April. 
 
Kersch noted that through the AKISS grant we are developing materials based on Derek’s and WW 
IDEA’s work to better train and sustain the work occurring in person.  She also noted that we are working 
to offer an intensive summer training institute to help grow other leaders/facilitators of the Student 
Support Card/Youth Development Work to be made available through and supported by the IISS. 
 
Derek defined “Developmental Ecology” as a way for teachers to define the world around a child and how 
they are affected by their neighborhood, environment and family.  We can measure the child’s web of 
support and other factors in a student’s developmental ecology that a child enters school with and use 
that information to enhance the interactions with that student. 
 
Rod noted we need to develop the foundation and infrastructure to allow expansion and long term 
success to replicate the work to improve student developmental ecology (web of support, resiliency, etc.). 
Long term training goals include building key training features within Student Support Card software to be 
used independent of full-program support trainers.  Rod and Brenda emphasized the need to use the 



base of people who understand Derek’s prior work already established; we now need to organize and 
channel the resources into a logical, strategic plan.  
 
Rod proposes pursuing grants for services in Arizona (Harry Supt) and in the meantime we will figure out 
a collaborative business model to take to the NSBA conference and other marketing opportunities.  Rod 
suggests having the foundation established or at least fully planned within 6-12 months.  Derek noted his 
wife is ready to join as a leader/trainer as well.  Derek noted his goal is to be able to continue youth 
development work as long as he is able.  Derek sees 1/3 grant, 1/3 subscription and 1/3 product revenue 
as goal sources of revenue for sustainability. 
 
Tina wants to see “what it includes”.  What are the products, services, applications, costs, etc?  Derek 
noted that through his work in Hastings, MN, they amassed about $74,500 total seed funds sponsored by 
multiple community organizations.  Of that total, it pays for his training and leadership time, funds to 
develop the local version of the Helping Kids Succeed “local” style and time cost for local ground work 
coached by Derek and to write grants to extend the work.  The “Helping Kids Succeed” book is developed 
based on a template, but then customized based on the local inputs.  The book serves as both an 
introduction to the Student Support Card software as well as a follow up to completed work and training 
for sustained implementation.  Other revenue streams beyond the books are the wrist bands, 
kaleidoscope colored keys and student and adult curriculum. Ongoing revenue will be generated through 
subscriptions to the support card application and access to the support card website to fund continued 
service delivery. 
 
Montana funding possibilities include: Energy companies, Indian Education for All funding and social 
agencies. Brenda noted Montana makes sense for local work but to also target Wyoming for service 
needs, a viable market and funding sources with oil/energy sponsorship possibilities.  Brenda also noted 
Jo’s prior suggestions to support juvenile incarceration facilities education and support needs.  Brenda 
and Rod support inviting Denise Juneau or other OPI key people to better understand this work.  Rod 
also noted inviting Ed Parisian to training opportunities.  Derek requested the WW IDEA Board consider 
committing funds to market the institute.  Derek also noted his desire to meet one-on-one with key people 
in Montana which is often more effective than at a conference. Derek suggested holding a Missoula 
community night to help build capacity in June.   Weekends work best for Brenda and we discussed the 
possibility of the Board meeting after the institute so we all better understand the work to be done. 
 
We discussed holding the next WW IDEA Board meeting in conjunction with the proposed Student 
Support Card institute and business planning meetings with Derek the first week of June.  The proposed 
dates are June 1-6 somewhere in Montana or possibly Spokane/Coeur d’ Alene.   
 
Joanne asked what are the costs, how is the program carried out long term, and how do we know it 
works?  Kersch and Aaron noted that the students learn initially through Phlight Clubs, but that their 
learning and introspection into themselves and ability to grow can be furthered with monthly lessons and 
repeat Phlight Club opportunities and student self-activation.  Clients will likely have access to a 
continuum of services—full service such as the AKISS program with onsite staff, funded Phlight Clubs 
each year and more.  The other end of the continuum is a possible one-time “Kaleidoscope Snapshot” 
that may have a good measure at a certain point in time, but is not attached to the full trainings, monthly 
curriculum, etc.  In this instance, we need to build some type of basic integrated training for how to use 
the information to help the student and interpret the data. 
 



Rod noted that our business plan needs to focus on various aspects of the services and products 
contemplated.  How do we integrate the various agency services?  How does a school-based model 
serve the students better based on the Kaleidoscope assessments? 
 
Jen will work with Kersch and Aaron to develop a list or matrix of possible uses for the Student Support 
Card application and services and list relevant attributes, prohibitions, costs, need, likelihood to succeed, 
likelihood to sustain, etc.  This document can help us develop our next steps for technical development, 
marketing, sustainability planning to ultimately develop a business plan.  The Board noted support for the 
collaboration and is excited to move forward with Derek Peterson in collaboration with WW IDEA to 
develop the IISS.  Marketing and business planning will continue to support this new effort. 
 

3. Software demonstrations led by Kersch with assistance from Aaron 
a. Student Support Card 
b. ClassBright 
c. Brightways  
d. Read A Route 

 
Kersch and Aaron reviewed the software applications for the Board as a refresher for ClassBright, 
Brightways and Read A Route and provided an introduction to the Student Support Card software.   
 
Rod will set up a group of colleagues to review the SSC software and provide possible end-user feedback 
to help guide our planning and software and service needs.  Rod suggested we include Glenn Welch, 
Head of Youth Courts, in a Missoula demonstration meeting. 
 

4. Expansion of collaboration with Derek Peterson to expand Student Support Card services 
(see discussion noted above).  This item was conducted along with Derek’s Skype meeting. 
 

5. Fiscal Sponsorship Approval request with Learning Point Alaska (agreement draft 
attached) 
 

Jen explained that WW IDEA has received a request to be a fiscal sponsor for Learning Point Alaska, a 
newly incorporated charitable organization in Alaska.  Learning Point Alaska (LPA) has applied for, and is 
waiting for, Federal IRS 501(c)(3) tax exemption.  LPA’s purpose is to distribute Sylvan Learning 
individualized student remediation tutoring to Rural Alaska students.  LPA has donors ready to help fund 
the services to students in Rural Alaska, but cannot yet collect tax deductible donations until their federal 
exemption request is approved.  Upon receiving the fiscal sponsorship request, Jen and Jamie, WW 
IDEA’s Fiscal Manager, met with our nonprofit specialist CPA who advised us that this type of relationship 
is regularly entered into to help new nonprofit organizations get started.  The CPA provided a draft fiscal 
sponsorship agreement to us to solidify the relationship with LPA, pending WW IDEA Board approval.  
The risks to WW IDEA are minimal, the benefit is helping Alaska students receive necessary support and 
academic intervention for ultimate learning success, which aligns with and supports our mission.  WW 
IDEA will receive 10% of any donations or other funds received on behalf of LPA to cover administrative 
costs. The agreement is set to terminate upon successful receipt of IRS exempt status by LPA. 
 
Joanne Heberly moved and Tina Hamilton seconded to accept and approve the Fiscal Sponsorship 
agreement between WW IDEA and Learning Point Alaska as presented.  Motion carried by unanimous 
vote. 
 

6. Procurement Policy Approval  



Motion made by Brenda Hayes and seconded by Joanne Heberly to approve the procurement policy as 
amended (First bullet point under Selection clause removed, and the forms submitted in advance 
requirement is relaxed to allow necessary small purchases prior to form completion when most efficient 
for program purposes).  Motion carried by unanimous vote. 
 

7. Accreditation and Private Academy Update and Discussion 
Jen noted that the Northwest Accreditation Commission has joined AdvanceED for accreditation tools and 
services.  The new system is more comprehensive than NWAC was independently.  WorldWide IDEA’s 
accreditation is now handled by the Digital Learning division of AdvanceED.  Jen and Terri will attend 
AdvancED’s digital learning conference in February for the introduction to the new processes and 
systems required with the merged accreditation services.  Jen also reported that she and Rod worked 
with the Digital Learning division of AdvanceED to merge our two academies for streamlined reporting 
and dues payment.  The Remote Location academy’s enrollment has been so low that it was let go and 
the few students who were tracked through that separate accreditation are now merged with the rest of 
the students in the WorldWide IDEA Private Academy accredited school.  Rod noted that several of the 
regional accreditation associations have joined AdvanceED and that he predicts that the others who have 
not yet joined will also join in the future.  He confirmed that Stowell and Mary Johnstone will still be the 
Alaska staff to monitor and support Alaska schools although WW IDEA will also report directly to the 
Advance ED Digital Learning staff in Arizona.   
 
Brenda noted that we need to revisit the viability of the Private Academy on a regular basis.  The board 
agreed to give a very long notice if the decision is made to end the Private Academy at any future time. 
 
Tina suggested using Cindy Barnes to help inform the military bases and their education liaisons served 
by the NDSP (Remote Location) program of our service to seek more potential enrollees.  Jen will work 
with Terri and Cindy to develop a more specific and possibly broader marketing plan to seek additional 
NDSP and other military family students.     
 
Of interest is that we have received more enrollments from the Middle East and our updated website has 
helped drive more traffic to our Private Academy.  Jen noted that we have waived partial tuition to families 
who have had exceptional hardship such as loss of family members leading to financial and emotional 
hardship.  The Board agreed that this charitable assistance is helpful as needed and noted that is one 
reason why we exist and that private companies would not have helped the students receive the 
education they needed during the times of hardship. 
 

8. Grant Summaries (AKISS, ACHIEVE and YKSD Success Model) 
 

Kersch provided an update on AKISS Grant activities and noted that our grant reporting and evaluation 
have received positive responses from our ED program manager.  At least two AKISS Alaska staff and 
the evaluator should be able to attend the deeper institute training planned in June.  The other two have 
received other training and will receive distance-based training if they cannot attend in person. 
 
Jen noted that the ACHIEVE grant has a planning meeting in February in conjunction with the ASTE 
conference travel and the grant participant spring professional development two day training is coming up 
in March in Anchorage.  Travel and university credit expenses are paid by the ACHIEVE grant for 
participants in the professional development opportunities. Additionally, trainings are scheduled to 
minimize instruction time interruption.   



February 20th – April: 1 Distance-based University Course to provide ongoing learning and support to 
understand how to use the Alaska Cultural Standards as a framework to guide culturally responsive 
learning opportunities to students.  This course also intends to help build an online professional learning 
community to support each other’s work and to share resources.  Phone-based class will begin February 
20th at 5pm for approximately 90 minutes per session.  Eight phone-based sessions are expected for the 
course.   

March 16-17:     Two day Cultural Training in Anchorage at the Alaska Native Heritage Center and 
(hopefully) the Alaska Native Charter School.   

Summer Camps Options: These are incredible opportunities to be immersed in Alaska Native cultural 
activities and then use that exposure to collaboratively and individually develop learning resources.  

June 1-6:          First Summer Cultural Immersion Camp Opportunity: Athabascan Arts Institute at Twin 
Bears camp on Chena Hot Springs Road, provided in collaboration with the Alaska Arts Education 
Consortium: http://akartsed.org/new/ai1ec_event/athabascan-cultural-arts/?instance_id=56  

Early August:   Second Summer Cultural Immersion Camp Opportunity at Howard Luke’s Gaalee’ya 
Spirit Camp outside of Fairbanks 

Jen also noted that we are partners with the Yukon Koyukuk School District to provide services for 
ClassBright and other technology support for an additional $50,000/year.  The funds are to be used 
specifically for ClassBright enhancements, training and school improvement efforts for both the Yukon 
Koyukuk School District and Yupiit School District.  
 

9. Board/Staff Participation Goals 
Discussion moved to Saturday.   
Tina would appreciate being updated more and hearing the activities of the organization, etc.  The rest of 
the Board agreed that being cc’d on program emails would be helpful to better understand the activities 
as they occur. Jen and staff will copy Board members on activities with significantly increased frequency.  
Jen noted her intent to better keep the Board informed of activities on a more regular basis. 
 

 
Saturday 9:30am – noon MST 
 

10. Financial Report: see attached 
a. FYE 2013 Profit and Loss  

Jamie reviewed the FYE 2013 Profit and Loss and noted that the totals of each class are displayed at the 
bottom of each class column.  Of note, the year-end revenue over expenditure was $64,458, within $5000 
of the estimated FYE 2013 $69,000 budget revenue.  Jamie also noted that the reserve savings account 
has been replenished in full to over $40,000. Our total savings is approximately $80,000 and checking 
has a balance of $16,000 with all expenses currently paid.  The Board thanked Jamie and Jen for the 
classified breakout and the reports in general. 
 

11. Audit Approval 
Jamie noted that we received two audit proposals from her RFP she released.  She recommended 
securing the services from JCCS who presented the best value and best cost proposal. Motion made by 
Tina Hamilton and seconded by Joanne Heberly to approve the JCCS auditing bid as recommended by 
Jamie Baro. Motion carried by unanimous vote. 
 



12. FYE 2014 Budget Approval 
Jen and Jamie explained the grant carry-over Year 1 grant funds have been requested for budget 
revisions with US DOE to better fund the technical needs. The WW IDEA draft budget presented reflects 
the grant budget revision requests.  The requested WW IDEA budget balances with a predicted budget 
surplus of approximately $80,000. 
 
Following discussion noting the need for additional clerical help, the Board supports adjusting WW IDEA’s 
draft budget to seek part time, approximately 25% FTE, admin assistant to help with the work load.   
 
Brenda Hayes moved and Tina Hamilton seconded to approve the budget.  Motion carried by unanimous 
vote.  
 

13. Sales and Marketing Report and Income Diversification Report 
a.  ASTE Presentation and Meetings 

Jen reported we will be at the ASTE nonprofit booth and have set up multiple face to face meetings and 
application demonstrations while there. Tina recommended sending out post cards in advance to invite 
attendees to Kersch and Bernie’s presentation at ASTE. 
  

b. Collaboration with Bear Trust International for mini-grants and sub-contract work 
Jen summarized the NSF iTEST grant application we are preparing with Bear Trust International and Ed 
Galindo of the University of Idaho.  This application is due mid-Feb. 
 

c. LOI for Phlight Club/Student Support Card grant 
 

Jen noted we recently submitted a Letter of Intent for the Social Emotional Challenge for funding up to 
$100,000 to support and study the AKISS project in Alaska. The review timeline of the LOIs is short and 
the announcement of applicants invited to submit full proposals is expected in mid-March. Jen will email 
the LOI to the Board for their information and summarized explanation of the AKISS grant work. 
 
Brenda visited about possibly connecting with a Navaho school district she is in contact with to pursue 
integration of cultural learning opportunities.  This is a good opportunity for Brenda to introduce our 
assistance to write grant applications with the district or BIA schools in the area in attempt to fund our 
support of their cultural integration work.  Brenda noted the Navaho Nation is well organized and Rod 
agreed.  Brenda noted that the BIA schools are known as grant schools.  Management is by the tribe to 
allow cultural standards to be enforced.  BIA manages the funds for these schools.  Brenda thinks our 
services such as the ACHIEVE work and the AKISS work is well suited to support these schools’ goals.  
Rod and Brenda suggest having contract schools apply directly for the grants if possible.  
 
Per the discussion on Friday, the staff will also diligently pursue grant funding opportunities and service 
expansion opportunities for the Student Support Card work in collaboration with Derek Peterson. 
 
The next Board meeting is tentatively scheduled for June 7-8, following the anticipated Phlight 
Academy/Student Support Card Institute.  Location TBD. 
 

14. Adjourn 
The meeting was adjourned at 11:55 a.m. 
 

 
 



 
Brightways Learning (WW IDEA) Board meeting Minutes 

 
February 21, 2016 at Glacier Brewhouse Board Room 

Anchorage, AK 
 
 
Meeting called to order at 1:10 pm by President Rod Svee. 
 
Present: Rod Svee, Carl Knudsen, Alannah Hurley, Scott MacManus, Lisa Kerscher, David Pavish, Aaron 
Baldwin, Tina Hamilton, Cindy Barnes, Chris Stout, Lynda, Jamie Baro and Jen Lutey. Brenda Hayes and 
Terri Beede joined by phone.  Dan Schmidt also joined toward the end of the meeting. 

1. Approval of Minutes from Last Meetings. 

Scott moved and Tina seconded to approve the December 3rd and October 11th meeting minutes as 
presented.  Motion carried by unanimous vote.   

2. Financial Reports : Jen and Jamie 
a. 2015 Year End 2016 YDT Profit and Loss and Balance Sheets  
b. Budgets YTD Actual 2015‐16 
c. Balance Sheet YTD 

Rod reported that per the auditor’s recommendation, Jamie sends him the monthly bank reconciliation 
for his review and that he has been reviewing them. 

Jamie reported that we are currently on time for the audit review for 2015.  Jamie noted the following 
highlights. 

The Private Academy continues to grow on both the individual tuition and government sponsored 
families.  Also, we have received approvals for extensions from the IRS and Oregon for our required 
filings to accommodate the audit period completion prior to our 990 completion. 

Jamie summarized the account balances and grant balances remaining for AKISS and ACHIEVE which are 
winding down this year.   

Jamie is now sending the accounts receivable report to Jen and Cindy to help pursue unpaid invoices.  
This new process has helped to collect payments on a timelier schedule and is showing fewer written off 
unpaid debts. 



Brenda asked a few clarifying questions about the reports such as why the balance existed in the equity 
section of the Balance Sheet.  Jamie noted that she will refer the question to the auditor to see how to 
remove that long ago board investment, which was repaid and is possibly showing incorrectly as current 
equity. 

3. Branding Update: Jen, Kersch and Tina 

Jen drew attention to the new logo designed by 3Fold Communications which is displayed at the top of 
the agenda.   

Kersch gave a quick overview and history of the organization and our services to refresh the knowledge 
of current board and staff and to quickly orient the Alannah and Lynda as to the organization structure 
and service offerings.  She further noted the plan with 3Fold is to have the updated program service 
marks soon and all of the new branding effort and website redesign is intended to help the organization 
grow, thrive and for each program to complement the whole. 

Jen noted that the meeting participants were very humble in their introductions and that each attendee 
is extremely talented, accomplished and appreciated for sharing their time and gifts with Brightways 
Learning.  

4. Communications Plan Intro: Tina 

Tina noted that she had prepared a draft organization communications plan which focuses on the 
organization as a whole with features on the various services to highlight exciting events and to grow 
understanding on improving education and student outcomes in general.  To this end, Tina showed the 
new Facebook page, Twitter account and the blog plan.  All of these areas of communication are aimed 
at growing understanding and use of our services, growing our constituent base, and to engage more 
people in discussions on issues related to education in general as well as Brightways services specifically. 

Cindy suggested we consider using a private Facebook or other group (with paid subscription) for 
professional development on various topics we support.  We also intend to eventually use podcasts to 
help share information and increase followers/constituents.   Tina is also working toward developing 
closed groups for Phlight Club participants as a safer place for students to interact and connect.  Aaron 
asked about possibly using systems that streamline updating multiple social media outlets. Tina has 
researched some and will consider tools that may help manage information.  Pav suggested integrating 
Snap Chat into our social media plan to help share short clips of our trainings, activities, etc. 

5. Programs Update: Aaron 

Aaron updated the board, staff and guests on the status of the web‐based applications Brightways 
learning provides.  He highlighted ClassBright’s new educator evaluation and observation system.  He 
also noted that the team intends to update and streamline the ClassBright lesson planning system and 
overhaul the system to look more like the new evaluation component.   

The Brightways Student Management System has been overhauled in the last year and continues to 
work well for the Alaska correspondence school clients.   

The Student Support Card system:  updates include expanding into grades 3‐5 assessments as designed 
through our work with Changing Children’s’ Worlds Foundation, Derek Peterson and Nenana school 



district.  This work is is funded through the Nenana Elementary School Counseling grant which contracts 
with Brightways for the above noted elementary services.  

Discussion ensued regarding how the Student Support Card assessment is used and what happens with 
the collected data.  Pav noted that Kaleidoscope Connect staff, with Derek as Thought Leader, work to 
act strategically in growing our associates and staff who are trained to deliver the services and to 
expand use of the Support Card application successfully.  Discussion continued on the need to grow the 
trainers and coaches available for expanding Kaleidoscope Connect services.  Brenda noted that we 
need to consider the long term sustainability with district and local service sustainability.  We need to 
make sure we consider how to keep the trained local people available when possible and/or what to do 
when the local people turn over.   Aaron suggested that we carefully review what is most sellable to 
focus the limited programmatic time.   

Jen suggested that the staff further analyze the individual programs and provide a better list of benefits, 
needs, services provided, marketability and other relevant information to help the Board and staff 
prioritize where to place programming and marketing time.   

6. Grants Update: Kersch and Jen 
a. New Grant Approved for Alaska Native Ed Program: PROSPER 
b. Continuation of CARE 
c. Funding search for Seeley Lake Elementary services 

Due to time constraints, Jen will provide a written update on grants activities to the Board. 

7. Policy/Procedures Updates: Jen and Jamie 
a. Financial/Accountable Policy 

Jamie introduced the policy draft and noted that this policy is helpful to officially have reimbursements 
excluded from income. 

Chris moved and Scott seconded that we approve the policy as presented.  Motion carried by 
unanimous vote. 

b. Vacation Policy Update 

Chris moved and Tina seconded to approve the policy update as presented.  Motion carried by 
unanimous vote. 

8. Private Academy Update 

Terri provided a summary of her trip to the accreditation conference she attended in October.  She 
noted she felt that our organization would be targeted for non‐renewal because the AdvancED  Digital 
Learning staff do not support the parents as parent‐teachers with certified teacher oversite unless they 
are highly qualified in each course being taught.  Changes to our model would need to be drastic to 
comply with the new standards, particularly the intense highly qualified teacher requirements for each 
course design and assessment plan.  Brenda noted that the Idaho IDEA program faced a similar situation 
several years back.   Brenda and Rod asked about how important accreditation is to our families.  Rod 
noted that it is likely more important to those in the states who come to us as an alternative.   



Terri introduced multiple other possible accreditation options which may be available to us as 
alternatives to the Northwest/AdvancED current accreditation organization.  Discussion ensued 
regarding the benefits of the nationally recognized accreditation agencies versus the independent and 
other non‐nationally recognized accreditation options.  Terri noted that she has researched some of the 
alternative agencies to see who else is accredited by them and noted that she recognizes that they will 
not have the broad reciprocity.  Chris noted that he has participated in multiple reviews for AdvancED, 
including Valley Christian and he suggests that we could pursue its accreditation process and may 
receive approval with an improvement plan and then we would still need to decide/determine how to 
make the changes to comply with AdvancED requirements. 

Rod noted that the board will also work with Terri to fulfill the certified requirements and name 
teachers, better document the course descriptions, etc. to pursue renewal.  Scott advocates following 
the process through AdvancEd and making AdvancEd note their concerns in writing before seeking 
alternatives.  We can present any improvement plan requirements to families to check for their 
agreement or alternative desires. 

Chris noted that we could request Dan Sybrant  (406‐381‐2938) to provide advice as a local AdvancED 
leader. Rod knows others who would best understand our model and could advise us how to best meet 
individual student needs for each course.  Rod and Chris both noted that they think our concerns for not 
meeting re‐accreditation standards may very well be surmountable.  Brenda noted that Idaho IDEA 
helped to satisfy the requirements through set scope and sequence documents, backed by the 
standards to better document our courses of study. 

9. Institute Update: Jen and Kersch  
a. New Name: Kaleidoscope Connect 
b. Academies 
c. ICARUS/D. Peterson agreement progress 

This discussion was tabled due to time constraints. 

Work Session 

 Strategize what the Board sees as its role for collective and individual support to the organization 
 Refine a Board Job Description (based on drafts from other nonprofits and the discussion above) 
 Determine an official vetting/joining process which we can distribute to potential new members 
 Set meeting frequency and design: should the meetings remain passive as has been with me 

reporting on what has happened, or more active with board having more lively decision-making 
and guidance providing items on each agenda?  Does the Board want to have a retreat at some 
point? 
 

Brenda noted that she agreed that the board expectations document presented in the Andy Robinson 
book is a good start to adopt and possible adapt to our more specific needs.  She also suggested that the 
Board vetting process be adopted as presented.  Tina recognized that further discussion needs to be 
considered for how involved the board intends to be. 

Scott suggested that we pick up further discussion in person as a group at the June Board meeting in 
Seeley Lake.  The group agreed, along with scheduling a call in the meantime to review the above noted 
items from Brenda.  Brenda noted that an orientation process is also very helpful.  

The meeting adjourned at 5:10 pm. 
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